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abstract: Among mammalian species, the time spent in the two
main “architectural” states of sleep—slow-wave sleep (SWS) and
rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep—varies greatly. Previous compar-
ative studies of sleep architecture found that larger mammals, those
with bigger brains, and those with higher absolute basal metabolic
rates (BMR) tended to engage in less SWS and REM sleep. Species
experiencing a greater risk of predation also exhibited less SWS and
REM sleep. In all cases, however, these studies lacked a formal phy-
logenetic and theoretical framework and used mainly correlational
analyses. Using independent contrasts and an updated data set, we
extended existing approaches with path analysis to examine the in-
tegrated influence of anatomy, physiology, and ecology on sleep ar-
chitecture. Path model structure was determined by nonmutually
exclusive hypotheses for the function of sleep. We found that species
with higher relative BMRs engage in less SWS, whereas species with
larger relative brain masses engage in more REM sleep. REM sleep
was the only sleep variable strongly influenced by predation risk;
mammals sleeping in riskier environments engage in less REM sleep.
Overall, we found support for some hypotheses for the function of
sleep, such as facilitating memory consolidation or learning, but not
others, such as energy conservation.

Keywords: independent contrasts, path analysis, predation risk, sleep
architecture, sleep function, vigilance.

A mammal’s decision of when and where to sleep can be
influenced by many factors. The timing of sleep (reviewed
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in Tobler 1989; Ball 1992) can be affected by the activity
patterns of other species (Fenn and Macdonald 1995), food
availability (Tobler 1989), and digestive constraints (Saa-
rikko and Hanski 1990), while the choice of where to sleep
can be influenced by the thermal and predatory environ-
ments (reviewed in Anderson 1998; Lima et al. 2005).
However, the factors influencing how to structure sleep
and how long to sleep are much less clear (reviewed in
Rechtschaffen 1998). The amount of time spent sleeping
can vary intraspecifically due to season (Barre and Petter-
Rousseaux 1988) or ontogeny (Lyamin et al. 1993; Car-
skadon and Dement 1994), but such variation is minor
when compared to interspecific variation (Zepelin 2000).
For example, over the course of a day, horses (Equus ca-
ballus) sleep only 3 h (Dallaire and Ruckebusch 1974b),
whereas pocket mice (Perognathus longimembris) sleep up
to 20 h (Walker et al. 1983a). In this article, our goal is
to examine the roles of anatomy, physiology, and ecology
in the maintenance of such interspecific variation in sleep.
By doing so, we hope to reinvigorate evolutionary and
ecological approaches to the study of sleep. Such ap-
proaches have disappeared almost entirely in the modern
study of sleep (Lima et al. 2005), which is dominated by
clinical work on rats and humans (but see Tobler 2005).
Sleep is, in many ways, an unexplored frontier in behav-
ioral ecology and in animal behavior in general.

The term “sleep architecture” is used by sleep research-
ers to describe the distribution and duration of time spent
in various states of sleep. These states of sleep are often
quantified as specific patterns of neuronal firing mea-
sured via electroencephalographic recordings (Tobler
1995). In mammals, the taxon for which the most elec-
trophysiological data exist (Zepelin 2000), sleep is com-
posed of two distinct states: slow-wave sleep (SWS) and
rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep. SWS is identified by
high-amplitude, low-frequency waves in the electroen-
cephalogram that result from synchronous neuronal ac-
tivity in the cortex (Horne 1988). In some species, SWS
is divided into stages, reflecting a continuum of intensity
or depth of sleep (reviewed in Borbély and Achermann
2000; Tobler 2005). REM sleep is distinguished from SWS
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by low-amplitude, mixed-frequency neural activity sim-
ilar to wakefulness and is accompanied by muscle atonia
(except the extraocular and intercostal muscles) and
rapid eye movements (Horne 2000). In all adult mam-
mals studied to date, SWS is the predominant sleep state,
with REM sleep usually occupying less than 25% of total
sleep time (Zepelin 2000).

Previous comparative studies sought to understand the
anatomical and physiological correlates of sleep architec-
ture in mammals (Zepelin and Rechtschaffen 1974; Elgar
et al. 1988; Siegel 2004, 2005; Zepelin et al. 2005; reviewed
in Lesku et al. 2006). A few early studies also examined
the ecological correlates of sleep architecture (Allison and
Cicchetti 1976; Meddis 1983; reviewed in Lesku et al.
2006). These studies found that larger mammals, those
with bigger brains and those with greater basal metabolic
rates (BMR), showed lower durations of SWS and REM
sleep over a 24-h period (Zepelin and Rechtschaffen 1974;
Allison and Cicchetti 1976; Meddis 1983; Siegel 2004;
Zepelin et al. 2005). Mammals with longer gestation pe-
riods (an index of brain and central nervous system ma-
turity at birth) also engaged in less SWS and REM sleep
(Zepelin and Rechtschaffen 1974; Allison and Cicchetti
1976; Siegel 2004, 2005; Zepelin et al. 2005). In addition,
species subjected to a higher risk of predation had lower
SWS and REM sleep times than those that were not (Al-
lison and Cicchetti 1976; Meddis 1983). In all instances,
however, these studies were conducted without an explicit
phylogenetic and theoretical framework.

We have two objectives for our comparative study of
sleep architecture. Our first objective is to control for
shared evolutionary history among taxa using a formal
phylogenetic framework. All of the previous comparative
studies essentially treated each species or larger taxonomic
unit (e.g., Elgar et al. [1988] worked at the family level)
as an independent statistical unit. Hence, relationships
identified by these studies may not hold up under the
scrutiny of modern phylogenetic techniques (Felsenstein
1985; Garland et al. 1992, 2005; Martins 2000). Our second
objective is to extend existing analyses by examining the
integrated effects of anatomy, physiology, and ecology on
sleep architecture using multivariate path analysis (Wright
1934; Mitchell 1992; Petraitis et al. 1996) and an updated
data set. Path analysis has several advantages over simple
correlation or regression. For instance, path analysis, like
multiple regression, can examine the simultaneous influ-
ence of several variables on a dependent variable. Unlike
multiple regression, however, path analysis allows for
greater specification of the relationships among variables,
using mediators (variables through which the effect of a
predictor variable is channeled) and covariance among
predictors (Baron and Kenny 1986). In addition, path
analysis, as a form of structural equation modeling, can

assess the degree to which a model reflects the observed
data (Bentler 1990; Mitchell 1992). The structure of our
path models was based on several hypotheses for the func-
tion of sleep and is developed in detail in the following
section.

Path Models of Sleep Architecture

Our analyses included variables that have traditionally
been included in correlational studies of sleep architecture
(e.g., Zepelin and Rechtschaffen 1974; Allison and Cic-
chetti 1976). Specifically, we examined the influence of
body mass, brain mass, basal metabolic rate, and gestation
period on sleep architecture. In addition, we included two
ecological variables, sleep exposure index and trophic
position, that were measures of predation risk based on
those used in Allison and Cicchetti (1976). Predation-
related variables measured two facets of predation risk: the
risk associated with sleep site (from burrow to open grass-
land) and the risk associated with a species’ location on
the trophic continuum from carnivore to herbivore. These
two predation-related indexes are described in detail in
“Methods,” as are the sources for the aforementioned con-
stitutive variables.

Two path models were created to examine the influence
of the aforementioned variables on, first, the duration of
time spent in SWS and REM sleep (model 1; fig. 1a) and,
second, total sleep time (SWS sleep time)time � REM
and the percentage of total sleep time allocated to REM
sleep (%REM sleep; model 2; fig. 1b). The structure of the
two models is very similar. We included the second model
(fig. 1b) because paths to %REM sleep allowed us to ex-
amine the relative importance of SWS and REM sleep for
a given nonsleep variable since an increase in %REM sleep
must necessarily come at the expense of %SWS. In model
2, total sleep time was substituted for SWS time because
all hypotheses considered for the functions of SWS also
relate to sleep in general. Paths originating from each var-
iable were derived concurrently for models 1 and 2 as
follows (see also table 1).

Paths from body mass and interpretation of mediator var-
iables. Previous correlational studies of sleep architecture
identified a strong negative correlation between body mass
and the time spent in SWS and REM sleep (e.g., Allison
and Cicchetti 1976; Zepelin et al. 2005). However, there
are no hypotheses that address the basis of this relation-
ship. Instead, we suggest that body mass affects sleep var-
iables indirectly through four mediator variables: brain
mass, BMR, sleep exposure index, and gestation period
(fig. 1). A consequence of body mass acting through me-
diator variables is that paths from the mediator variables
themselves essentially represent the influence of residual
or “mass-controlled” values, although the variance in body
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Figure 1: Path models depicting relationships among anatomical, physiological, and ecological variables and their hypothesized influence on slow-
wave sleep (SWS) and rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep times (a) and total sleep time and %REM sleep (b). Both models were analyzed using
phylogenetically corrected contrast data. In each model, body mass and trophic position are independent variables; brain mass, basal metabolic rate,
gestation period, and sleep exposure index are set as mediator variables, and sleep variables are treated as dependent variables. Justification for each
path is given in the text (see also table 1). Solid and dashed paths denote significance and nonsignificance at , respectively. The numbera p 0.05
above each path is the standardized regression coefficient (b), which quantifies the magnitude and direction of each relationship.

mass is partitioned among all mediator variables rather
than a single variable, as in partial correlation (Baron and
Kenny 1986). This nature of paths from mediator variables
follows from the fact that a direct path between body mass
and dependent (sleep) variables is nonsignificant in our
two path models (Baron and Kenny 1986; see also
“Results”).

This “residual status” of paths from mediator variables
influences the interpretation of key paths in our model.
For instance, paths from brain mass to sleep variables are

conceptually similar to the encephalization quotient (Jer-
ison 1985). The encephalization quotient quantifies a spe-
cies’ brain mass as relatively larger or smaller than that
expected for its body mass and has been used as an index
of interspecific cognitive ability (Marino 1998, 2002; Wil-
liams 2002; Siegel 2004; Zepelin et al. 2005). Likewise,
paths from BMR are essentially residual (relative) BMR.
Paths from gestation period conceptually represent a con-
tinuous measure of a species’ location along the altricial/
precocial gradient (see also Eisenberg 1981); longer relative
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Table 1: Overview of the paths in model 1 and model 2

Path from Path to Hypothesis and prediction Reference

Body mass Brain mass, BMR,
gestation period, sleep
exposure index

Larger species tend to have larger brains, higher
gross BMRs, and longer gestation periods, and
they sleep in riskier sites

Allison and Cicchetti 1976;
McNab 1988; McNab and
Eisenberg 1989

Gestation period Sleep exposure index Species bearing precocial young tend to sleep in
riskier sites than those with altricial young

Allison and Cicchetti 1976

Brain mass SWS, REM sleep, %REM
sleep, total sleep

Species with larger relative brain masses are
expected to engage in more sleep (both states)
because SWS and REM sleep may facilitate
learning and memory consolidation

Walker and Stickgold 2004

BMR SWS, total sleep Species with higher relative BMRs are expected
to exhibit more total sleep (specifically SWS)
because SWS/sleep may facilitate energy
conservation

Berger and Phillips 1995;
Zepelin 2000

Gestation period REM sleep, %REM sleep Species with longer relative gestation periods are
expected, as adults, to engage in less REM sleep
since REM sleep may serve as endogenous
stimulation for developing brains

Roffwarg et al. 1966; Marks
et al. 1995

Sleep exposure
index SWS, REM sleep, %REM

sleep, total sleep
Species sleeping in exposed locations are expected

to engage in less sleep (both states) because
sleep is dangerous

Lima et al. 2005

Trophic position SWS, REM sleep, %REM
sleep, total sleep

Species in lower trophic positions are expected to
engage in less sleep (both states) because sleep
is dangerous

Lima et al. 2005

Note: metabolic rate, -wave sleep, -eye-movement sleep.BMR p basal SWS p slow REM p rapid

gestation times are associated with relatively precocial
young.

Paths from brain mass. Several researchers hypothesize
that SWS facilitates learning (Ambrosini and Giuditta
2001; Huber et al. 2004; Deregnaucourt et al. 2005) and/
or the consolidation of new memories (Gais and Born
2004; Huber et al. 2004) and that REM sleep also facilitates
memory consolidation (Stickgold 1998; Walker and Stick-
gold 2004; Muzur 2005; but see Siegel 2001; Vertes 2004).
The prevalence of these learning/memory hypotheses war-
rants a path between some aspect of cognitive ability and
sleep variables. Thus, we have a path from brain mass
(functionally, the encephalization quotient) to both SWS
time and REM sleep time (fig. 1a). Similarly, the path
between brain mass and total sleep time (fig. 1b) reflects
the hypothesis that both SWS and REM sleep are required
to experience the full benefits of memory consolidation
(Wagner et al. 2004; Walker and Stickgold 2004). A sig-
nificant relationship between brain mass and %REM sleep
(fig. 1b) would suggest that one sleep state is more im-
portant for relatively larger-brained mammals because an
increase in %REM sleep would necessarily come at the
expense of %SWS.

Paths from basal metabolic rate. Several hypotheses im-
plicate various metabolic processes in the function of sleep.
The energy conservation hypothesis of Berger and Phillips

(1995) posits that sleep reduces BMR below levels achieved
by immobility alone. Indeed, endotherms can reduce en-
ergy expenditure by as much as 10%–15% while asleep
(Shapiro et al. 1984), partly due to the synchronous firing
of neurons in the cortex during SWS (Siegel 2003; Cirelli
et al. 2004). The energy conservation hypothesis implies
that mammals with a higher BMR for a given body mass
will engage in more SWS to offset the costs of increased
BMR (fig. 1a). We therefore created a path between BMR
and SWS time (fig. 1a). A variant of the energy conser-
vation hypothesis suggests that sleep conserves energy by
enforcing rest (Zepelin 2000). This version of the hypoth-
esis is not specific to one sleep state but relates to overall
sleep. We therefore created a path between BMR and total
sleep time in model 2 (fig. 1b). Several additional hy-
potheses suggest a prominent role for cerebral metabolism
as a determinant of sleep architecture (McGinty and Szy-
musiak 1990; Benington and Heller 1995; Maquet 1995;
Siegel 2003, 2005). These energy-related hypotheses also
suggest that a mammal’s need for total sleep, or SWS
specifically, is positively related to its relative metabolic
rate. Alternatively, Elgar et al. (1988) proposed that for-
aging time may limit total sleep time. This idea suggests
that mammals with relatively higher BMRs should sleep
less due to increased foraging requirements to meet in-
creased metabolic demands.
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Paths from sleep exposure index. Exposure to predators
should strongly influence sleep architecture. A sleeping
mammal is essentially unconscious, and the stimulus
strength necessary to awaken an animal (the arousal
threshold; Tobler 2005) is much larger than that needed
to alert an awake animal. Thus, mammals (and animals
in general) are relatively vulnerable to predation while
asleep (Lima et al. 2005). We therefore added a path from
sleep exposure index to total sleep time (fig. 1b).

The vulnerability to predators may also differ according
to sleep state. REM sleep in particular is a relatively dan-
gerous state. During REM sleep, arousal thresholds tend
to be maximally elevated (Lima et al. 2005 and references
therein). Although mammals aroused from REM sleep
may actually be better able to respond to a threat than
those awakened from SWS (Tolaas 1978; Voss 2004), mam-
mals in REM sleep are less likely to detect an approaching
threat (Dillon and Webb 1965; van Twyver and Garrett
1972). Moreover, many herbivores can engage in the
lighter stages of SWS while standing (Tobler 1995) but
must lay down to engage in REM sleep and the deeper
stages of SWS (Tobler 1992; Tobler and Schwierin 1996)
due to the loss of muscle tone. This eyes-closed, recumbent
posture may signal vulnerability to predators, especially
when prey are sleeping in the open (Lima et al. 2005).
Consequently, mammals sleeping in riskier sleep sites are
expected to have reduced amounts of REM sleep and
%REM sleep; hence, paths project from sleep exposure
index to these two dependent variables in our models (fig.
1a, 1b). A similar argument also applies to SWS (fig. 1a),
the deeper stages of which might also be among the more
dangerous forms of sleep (Lima et al. 2005).

Paths from trophic position. Trophic position should
also reflect predation risk while asleep (Zepelin 1970).
Species at the prey (herbivore) end of the trophic spec-
trum are likely to be more vulnerable to predation than
carnivores (Allison and van Twyver 1970a). Prey species
are thus expected to have reduced amounts of SWS and
REM sleep relative to more predatory species, indepen-
dent of risk exposure at the sleep site. Thus, we added
paths between trophic position and SWS time and REM
sleep time (fig. 1a). We also added paths between trophic
position and total sleep time and %REM sleep (fig. 1b)
because sleep in general is a dangerous behavior and REM
sleep may be a particularly dangerous sleep state (Lima
et al. 2005).

Paths from gestation period. The ontogenetic hypothesis
for REM sleep posits that REM sleep provides artificial
stimulation necessary for cortical development in utero
and early in life (Roffwarg et al. 1966; Marks et al. 1995).
This hypothesis is based (in part) on the observation that
REM sleep is the predominant sleep state in fetuses and
neonates (Marks et al. 1995; but see Frank and Heller

2003). Some researchers have used the high density of
REM sleep in species with altricial young as support for
the ontogenetic hypothesis (Horne 2000; Zepelin et al.
2005), but it is not clear why altricial species, as adults,
would require more REM sleep than precocial species (Sie-
gel 2004). Alternatively, Allison and Cicchetti (1976) sug-
gested that gestation period is associated with the security
of sleeping quarters. Species with relatively altrical young
often develop in protected environments, such as burrows
(e.g., Wolff 1997); as adults, they also would probably sleep
in such safe quarters. Conversely, precocial species tend
to live in exposed environments as adults and are thus
expected to engage in less REM sleep (Lima et al. 2005).
Based on both of these ideas, we included a direct path
between gestation period (altricial/precocial gradient) and
REM sleep time (fig. 1a) and %REM sleep (fig. 1b) and
also a path from gestation period to sleep exposure index
(fig. 1a, 1b).

Methods

Sources for Sleep Data

Our data set was created by an intensive literature search.
We searched databases of primary literature (e.g., Web of
Science, PubMed) using these keywords: EEG, electrophys-
iology, mammal, rapid-eye-movement, REM, sleep, slow-
wave, and SWS and combinations thereof. A particularly
important resource was the latest preexisting data set of
comparative sleep architecture (Elgar et al. 1988) as updated
by Elgar et al. (1990). We verified the majority of sleep
quotas taken from Elgar et al. (1988, 1990) and adhered to
the standards of Berger (1990) when adding species to our
data set. In addition to the primary literature, data from
book chapters and published meeting abstracts were also
included. We note that sleep quotas for virtually all of the
species in our data set came from laboratory recordings.
Technological limitations have prevented such studies from
being conducted in the field. Our analysis is thus based on
the assumption that patterns of sleep in the laboratory re-
flect patterns of sleep in the wild.

Our final data set contained complete information on 54
species (table A1 in the online edition of the American Nat-
uralist). Sleep data were included only from studies that
quantified the time spent in SWS and REM sleep based on
electrophysiology of adult mammals. When multiple elec-
trophysiological sleep studies were available for a particular
species, we calculated an average of sleep values weighted
by respective sample sizes. As per Elgar et al. (1988), we
excluded four species of cetacean (Shurley et al. 1969; Mu-
khametov and Polyakova 1981; Mukhametov et al. 1988;
Lyamin et al. 2002b) and two species of manatee (Sokolov
and Mukhametov 1982; Mukhametov et al. 1990, 1992)
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because these aquatic mammals either do not exhibit REM
sleep or do not exhibit REM sleep comparable to that of
terrestrial mammals (Rattenborg et al. 2000; Lyamin et al.
2002a). We also excluded two species of monotreme for
which electrophysiological sleep data were available (Siegel
et al. 1999; Nicol et al. 2000) since ambiguity exists regarding
the characterizing of sleep states in these mammals. Sec-
ondarily, we excluded electrophysiological data for several
species for which either basal metabolic rate or brain mass
were unavailable. The general lack of BMR data represents
an important area of study necessary for future comparative
work on mammalian sleep.

Sources for Constitutive Traits

Body masses of taxa came from the source study (as per
Berger 1990) or from another published source (e.g., Crile
and Quiring 1940; McNab and Eisenberg 1989; Nowak
1999) when unavailable in the source study. Brain masses
for taxa were taken from the primary literature (e.g., Crile
and Quiring 1940; McNab and Eisenberg 1989; Marino
1998; Bininda-Emonds 2000). The brain mass of the Mex-
ican volcano mouse (Neotomodon alstoni) was provided
by A. Castro and I. Villalpando (personal communication).
Gestation periods were taken from Hayssen et al. (1993),
except for three cases taken from the literature (star-nosed
mole Condylura cristata, Kurta 1995; olive baboon Papio
anubis, Herring et al. 1991; domestic dog Canis familiaris,
Linde-Forsberg and Forsberg 1993). Basal metabolic rates
were available in the literature (e.g., McNab 1988).

Sources for Ecological Variables

We included two measures of predation risk: sleep ex-
posure index and trophic position. Unfortunately, the risk-
related scoring system of Allison and Cicchetti (1976) was
not described explicitly; thus, we generated our own in-
dexes of risk. As in Allison and Cicchetti (1976), our scor-
ing system was based on information gathered in Walker’s
Mammals of the World (Nowak 1999) and used discrete
categories of risk; continuous measures of predation risk
are unavailable at this scale of analysis (Lima 2002).

The sleep exposure index was based on a six-point in-
teger scale that ranked the relative exposure of a given
species’ typical sleep quarters in the wild. Low values reflect
safer sleep sites, and higher values reflect increasing ex-
posure to predators. The rankings below reflect the idea
that sleeping in hard-to-reach locations (e.g., burrows) is
safer than sleeping in more exposed arboreal (e.g., tree
canopy) or terrestrial locations (e.g., forest floor), which
in turn are safer than sleeping in the open. The numerical
rankings were assigned according to sleep site as follows:
1, cave ceilings, rock crevices, burrows, tree holes; 2, under

logs or debris, hollow logs, dens, cave floors, hollow stand-
ing trees, sides of cliffs; 3, tree canopy or nest in tree; 4,
well below the tree canopy at branch junctions; 5, forest
floor or brush piles; 6, ground-level in open grasslands.
Some species sleep at more than one level of our sleep
exposure index; in such instances, we averaged values
among levels. Implicit in these rankings is the assumption
that the change in risk between adjacent ranks is constant,
which is unavoidable given the complete lack of quanti-
tative information on the risk of predation in almost every
behavioral context (Lima 2002). An examination of the
costs and benefits associated with particular sleep sites
would be a valuable avenue for future work (Anderson
1998; Lima et al. 2005).

Trophic position was a four-point integer scale of rel-
ative risk based on diet, which we used as a surrogate for
vulnerability to predators. We assumed that carnivores ex-
perience a lower risk of predation than those with a mixed
animal-plant diet, which in turn experience a lower risk
of predation than herbivores. Numerical rankings of diet
were assigned as follows: 1, entirely vertebrates (lowest
risk); 2, large invertebrates; 3, small invertebrates; 4, ex-
clusively plants (highest risk). Like the sleep exposure in-
dex, some mammals had diets that spanned more than
one level; in those instances, values were averaged between
levels. However, if the primary constituent of diet was
reported, then that specific diet category was given twice
the weight of the others in the average. Elgar et al. (1988)
included a variable similar to our trophic position in their
analysis that they associated with foraging demands.

Phylogenetic Analysis

To control for the nonindependence of taxa inherent in
comparative analyses, we transformed our data set (table
A1) into a set of independent contrasts (Felsenstein
1985). We first created a phylogenetic tree (fig. A1 in the
online edition of the American Naturalist) based on the
order-level tree of Murphy et al. (2001). Additional trees
supplied the within-order and within-family topology for
marsupials (Osborne et al. 2002), Xenarthra (Delsuc et
al. 2003), Insectivora (Soricidae and Talpidae; Grenyer
and Purvis 2003), Primates (Purvis 1995), Artiodactyla
(Matthee et al. 2001), and Rodentia (Muridae; Herron
et al. 2004; Jansa and Weksler 2004). No phylogeny was
available for our three hyraxes (Hyracoidea), so we used
the taxonomy by Roche (1972), which placed Heterohyrax
as a subgenus within Dendrohyrax. Other taxonomic
groups had either one or two representatives; thus, no
additional phylogenetic information was required to es-
tablish their positions within the tree. Since our tree was
an amalgam of trees derived using very different types
of data and techniques, branch lengths were undeter-
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mined and thus set arbitrarily to 1 (see Garland et al.
2005). We note that some disagreement exists as to the
structure of the deeper nodes of the mammalian phy-
logenetic tree (e.g., Arnason et al. 2002). However, when
based on the Arnason et al. (2002) phylogeny, our results
were virtually identical to those based on Murphy et al.
(2001). We therefore present only the results based on
the latter phylogenetic tree.

Variables were log-transformed to meet the assump-
tion of normality when necessary, as determined using a
Shapiro-Wilks test (SPSS 2001). Percent REM sleep was
arcsin square root transformed. Variables were then en-
tered into COMPARE 4.6b (Martins 2004), a phylogenet-
ically driven software package that uses the evolutionary
relationships among taxa to transform comparative data
into a set of independent contrasts (Felsenstein 1985). The
resulting independent contrasts were then used for all anal-
yses. We confirmed that contrasts were standardized by
inspecting scatterplots of absolute values of contrasts ver-
sus standard deviation, which had (as required) slopes
approximately equal to 0 (see Garland et al. 1992). We
note that for each trait, standard errors were entered when
known (table A1) and left at a default of 0 when unknown.
However, statistical procedures such as independent con-
trasts and path analysis cannot currently account for stan-
dard errors (T. Garland, personal communication). Col-
lectively, these statistical issues are important areas for
future research.

Path Analysis

As outlined above, we constructed two path models based
on various hypotheses for the function of sleep (see also
table 1). Path models were analyzed using phylogenetically
corrected contrasts in Amos 5.0 (SPSS 2003). Path models
were forced through the origin, as is required when dealing
with standardized data (see Garland et al. 1992).

Results

Models 1 and 2 explained the relationships among vari-
ables reasonably well. The comparative fit index, a measure
of model fit ranging from 0 to 1, was 0.929 for model 1
and 0.959 for model 2, indicating good model fits (Bentler
1990). Given the complex nature of the models and our
coarse ecological variables, the independent and mediator
variables explained a relatively large proportion of the var-
iance in sleep architecture: SWS time ( ), REM2R p 0.42
sleep time ( ), total sleep time ( ), and2 2R p 0.44 R p 0.44
%REM sleep ( ). Despite these fits, however, not2R p 0.36
all of the proposed paths were supported by our analyses.
Below, we consider the paths from all variables in turn.
We note that standardized regression coefficients (b) in

the path models range from �1 to 1 and quantify the
magnitude and direction of a relationship between two
variables within the context of each model. We also note
that the interpretation of a contrast-based relationship dif-
fers somewhat from one based on nonphylogenetically
corrected data in that contrast-based results reflect a re-
lationship between the change in a given variable (e.g.,
SWS time) and the change in another variable (e.g., BMR;
Felsenstein 1985).

Paths from body mass. We hypothesized that body mass
influences sleep architecture only indirectly via mediator
variables. The effects of body mass were indeed mediated
through brain mass ( , ), BMR (b p 0.872 P ! .001 b p

, ), and gestation period ( ,0.927 P ! .001 b p 0.572 P !

) but not through sleep exposure index ( ,.001 b p 0.187
). These relationships were numerically identicalP p .255

in the two path models. In both models, direct paths be-
tween body mass and sleep variables were not significant
(paths not shown; SWS: , ; REM sleep:b p 0.159 P p .640

, ; total sleep time: ,b p 0.216 P p .332 b p 0.383 P p
; %REM sleep: , ). Therefore,.241 b p 0.389 P p .098

paths emanating from the mediator variables of brain
mass, BMR, and gestation period essentially represent the
effect of residual values as outlined above.

Paths from brain mass. In our path model, %REM sleep
was positively related to brain mass (conceptually relative
brain mass, our encephalization quotient equivalent; fig.
1b; , ). Thus, species with relativelyb p 0.507 P ! .001
larger brain masses allocated a significantly greater pro-
portion of total time asleep to REM sleep. The relationship
between (relative) brain mass and REM sleep was positive
but nonsignificant ( , ). Species withb p 0.189 P p .116
relatively larger brain masses did not engage in more SWS
(fig. 1a; , ) or more sleep in generalb p �0.038 P p .832
(fig. 1b; , ).b p 0.113 P p .522

Paths from basal metabolic rate. Our path models in-
dicated a significantly negative relationship between (rel-
ative) BMR and SWS time (fig. 1a; ,b p �0.573 P p

) and total sleep time (fig. 1b; , )..002 b p �0.651 P ! .001
That is, mammals with BMRs greater than expected for a
given body mass tended to engage in less SWS and slept
less altogether. BMR was the only variable significantly
related to SWS time (fig. 1a).

Paths from predation variables. Our results suggested that
predation risk influences sleep architecture primarily via
REM sleep. Sleep exposure index related negatively to REM
sleep time (fig. 1a; , ) and %REMb p �0.295 P p .005
sleep (fig. 1b; , ), indicating that spe-b p �0.248 P p .029
cies sleeping in riskier environments engage in less REM
sleep and allocate less time spent asleep to REM sleep. The
negative relationships between sleep exposure index and
SWS time (fig. 1a; , ) and total sleepb p �0.102 P p .344
time (fig. 1b; , ) were nonsignificant.b p �0.156 P p .141
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Trophic position also related significantly and negatively
to REM sleep time (fig. 1a; , ),b p �0.330 P p .001
%REM sleep (fig. 1b; , ), and totalb p �0.338 P p .002
sleep time (fig. 1b; , ), indicating thatb p �0.259 P p .012
more herbivorous species engage in less overall sleep and
less REM sleep and allocate less time asleep to REM sleep.
The path between trophic position and SWS time was not
significant (fig. 1a; , ).b p �0.126 P p .233

Paths from gestation period. The path models indicated
that, in relatively precocial species, adults have significantly
lower REM sleep times (fig. 1a, , )b p �0.527 P ! .001
and less %REM sleep (fig. 1b, , )b p �0.348 P p .007
than species with altricial young. We also hypothesized
that the influence of gestation period on REM sleep might
be mediated through the sleep exposure index, but we
found no support for this idea (fig. 1a, 1b; ,b p 0.066

).P p .686

Discussion

Our phylogenetically based path models represent a view
of sleep architecture that is more comprehensive than
those offered by previous correlational studies. Our basic
results can be summarized as follows. In addition to find-
ing that body mass is not directly correlated with sleep
architecture, we found that species with higher relative
BMRs engage in less SWS. Species with larger relative brain
masses allocate a greater proportion of total sleep time to
REM sleep. Species sleeping under higher risks of pre-
dation engage in less REM sleep and allocate less time
asleep to REM sleep. As adults, precocial species also tend
to engage in less REM sleep than more altricial species.
Below, we interpret our results with respect to both existing
hypotheses for the function of sleep and previous com-
parative studies.

Many correlations identified by previous studies (e.g.,
Zepelin and Rechtschaffen 1974; Allison and Cicchetti
1976) were probably confounded by body mass effects
because body mass is strongly correlated with several con-
stitutive variables (McNab 1988; McNab and Eisenberg
1989). Our path models indicate that body mass does not
have a direct influence on any sleep variable, which is in
accordance with the literature in that no existing hypoth-
esis addresses the mechanism behind a direct relationship
between body mass and sleep architecture without incor-
porating a third variable. Thus, the statement “larger
mammals sleep less” is true but is not informative, in that
larger mammals sleep less because body mass is related to
other variables, such as BMR and risk associated with sleep
site, which in turn influence sleep architecture.

The negative relationship between BMR (conceptually
relative BMR) and SWS time/total sleep time does not
support either form of the energy conservation hypothesis

(Berger and Phillips 1995; Zepelin 2000) or many other
metabolism-oriented hypotheses for the function of sleep,
which would predict a relationship in the opposite direc-
tion. Our result might suggest that the speed or efficiency
of the restorative aspects of sleep are dependent on BMR
such that mammals with relatively higher BMRs engage
in less SWS and less overall sleep because these restorative
processes occur more quickly. Alternatively, this negative
relationship supports the suggestion of Elgar et al. (1988)
that mammals with relatively higher BMRs sleep less so
that they can allocate more time to foraging to the meet
the demands of increased metabolic rate. Although we did
not find comparative support for the energy conservation
hypotheses, intraspecific evidence suggests that energy
conservation can influence sleep architecture under stress-
ful conditions (Walker et al. 1980, 1983b; Rashotte et al.
1998) and that the timing of sleep may be adaptive for
conserving energy (Saarikko and Hanski 1990).

In a previous analysis, Zepelin and Rechtschaffen (1974)
reported a positive correlation between “relative” BMR
and SWS time/total sleep time (see also Siegel 2004, 2005;
Zepelin et al. 2005). The discrepancy between this positive
result and the negative relationship seen in our study prob-
ably reflects methodological differences in the statistical
control of body mass. Our path models controlled for body
mass effects in BMR using residuals (as per Elgar et al.
1988) rather than mass-specific ratios (as per Zepelin and
Rechtschaffen 1974; Siegel 2004; Zepelin et al. 2005). A
mass-specific ratio (e.g., BMR/body mass) is an efficient
way to control for the effects of body mass when BMR
varies as a constant proportion of body mass (Packard and
Boardman 1988, 1999). However, this assumption of con-
stant proportionality does not hold, and thus the mass-
specific value will still correlate with body mass. In such
instances, residuals can be a more effective statistical con-
trol (Packard and Boardman 1988, 1999). The above di-
ametrically opposed results are apparent in our raw (non-
contrast) data, in which the correlation between
mass-specific BMR (BMR/body mass) and SWS time was
indeed significant and positive ( , ), asr p 0.298 P p .029
per Zepelin and Rechtschaffen (1974) and Zepelin et al.
(2005). Mass-specific BMR, however, still correlated
strongly with body mass ( , ), indicat-r p �0.864 P ! .001
ing that the control of body mass in the mass-specific
measure was incomplete. Conversely, residual BMR cor-
related significantly and negatively with SWS time (raw
data: , ) but did not correlate withr p �0.355 P p .008
body mass at all ( ), as is the case when ther p 0.000
assumptions of normality of residuals and homoscedas-
ticity are met. Beaupre and Dunham (1995) also reported
qualitatively dissimilar results when using residuals as op-
posed to mass-specific values in their analysis.

The positive relationship between (relative) brain mass
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and %REM sleep suggests that mammals with relatively
greater encephalization allocate more time asleep to REM
sleep. However, given that ambiguity exists regarding ex-
actly what facet of cognitive ability is captured by the
encephalization quotient, we do not know whether these
relationships reflect learning, memory consolidation (see
also Walker and Stickgold 2004), or something else. For
instance, our results might suggest that REM sleep is im-
portant in the maintenance or restoration of neural tissues,
substrates, or metabolites (Benington and Heller 1995)
associated with cognitive abilities. We note, however, that
some species with the highest amounts of REM sleep (e.g.,
opossums) may not possess great cognitive abilities (Siegel
2000). We also note that Siegel (2004) and Zepelin et al.
(2005) found that species with a higher encephalization
quotient engaged in less %REM sleep. A similar negative
correlation is also apparent in our raw data (between re-
sidual brain mass and %REM sleep: ,r p �0.281 N p

, ) but switches sign (and is nonsignificant)54 P p .039
when phylogenetic effects are taken into account (r p

, , ).0.092 N p 53 P p .512
Using conservative measures of predation risk, we found

that mammalian species sleeping in riskier environments
and those at the prey end of the trophic spectrum have
lower REM sleep times and allocate a lower proportion of
time spent asleep to REM sleep than those sleeping in
more secure quarters and carnivorous species (see also
Allison and Cicchetti 1976; Meddis 1983). We also iden-
tified a tendency for prey species to sleep less overall. These
results provide support for the idea that REM sleep is a
dangerous state (see also Lima et al. 2005). Recent exper-
imental work bolsters this conclusion in that the expec-
tation of electric shocks (i.e., a simulated threat) has a
suppressive effect on REM sleep in rats (Sanford et al.
2001, 2003).

Perhaps consistent with expectations under the onto-
genetic hypothesis for REM sleep (Roffwarg et al. 1966;
Marks et al. 1995), relatively precocial species tend to en-
gage in less REM sleep as adults, in both absolute and
relative measures, than more altricial species (see also Sie-
gel 2004; Zepelin et al. 2005). Again, however, it is not
clear why, under this hypothesis, altricial species would
engage in more REM sleep as adults than precocial species.
The influence of (relative) gestation period was not me-
diated strongly through our sleep exposure index.

Our path models shed relatively little light on the de-
terminants of SWS time. Only (relative) BMR associated
significantly with SWS time, and even then, the rela-
tionship was not in the direction expected, given current
hypotheses. In addition, the lack of significant relation-
ships between our measures of predation risk and SWS
time is surprising. We note, however, that SWS can re-
spond to predation risk in a way not described by our

data set. Multiple stages (or depths) of SWS have been
reported in several species of mammal reflecting a con-
tinuum in the depth of sleep (Borbély and Achermann
2000; Tobler 2005). SWS in species sleeping under a
higher risk of predation may be lighter than in those
sleeping under lower predation risk (Lima et al. 2005).
Thus, while the time spent in SWS may not respond
strongly to predation risk, the depth of SWS may do so.
SWS intensity may also be the more appropriate measure
of SWS to address some of the hypotheses above, such
as energy conservation. Unfortunately, studies rarely re-
port information on the depth of SWS, which is clearly
an area needing further research.

Although it is a common practice for researchers to
hypothesize a primary function of sleep, our path models
suggest that one overriding function may not exist. Rather,
sleep architecture is probably influenced by multiple fac-
tors and probably reflects many functions. For instance,
our models implicate REM sleep in the maintenance of
some facet of the brain, possibly related to cognitive ability
(Walker and Stickgold 2004). This idea complements an-
other hypothesis for REM sleep involving neural onto-
genesis and plasticity (Marks et al. 1995). Concurrent with
these possible neurological roles for REM sleep, predation
risk has a suppressive effect on REM sleep and favors shifts
to safer sleep states (Lima et al. 2005). Other existing hy-
potheses for the function of sleep are also compatible with
the hypotheses discussed here, such as sleep having a role
in host immunological defense (Opp and Toth 2003).
However, these functions may not necessarily have the
same weight in each species. Species-specific ecological his-
tories are expected to determine (in part) the relative im-
portance of a given function and its subsequent effect on
sleep architecture. Incorporating such ideas into strategic
models of “behavioral shutdowns” (e.g., Pravosudov and
Lucas 2000) should also prove fruitful.

Future studies should expand on our comparative data
set to further illuminate pressures that may influence
mammalian sleep architecture. Our current understanding
of sleep in mammals comes largely from studies on rodents
and, to a lesser extent, primates (Tobler 1995). Little is
known about the electrophysiological correlates of sleep
in the larger mammals. There is also a decided need to
create analogous data sets on nonmammalian species (e.g.,
Campbell and Tobler 1984). Such data sets could also be
expanded to include other potentially salient sleep vari-
ables such as the stages (or depth) of SWS, duration of
sleep stage episodes, and the timing of sleep within the
24-h day (Campbell and Tobler 1984). It is also imperative
that future studies be conducted in the field as well as in
the laboratory environment. Such endeavors may illu-
minate additional functions of sleep and yield much in-
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sight into the evolutionary factors that influence when,
where, and how to sleep.
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